
THE PLAY OF THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK ESSAY

The Play of the Diary of Anne Frank starts out in the annex in the warehouse in Amsterdam, Holland where Anne Frank
and seven others hid out during World.

In fact, what was Anne feeling during this time of great terror and tragedy? They did not have a very good
relationship but they knew they had to get along one day Kraler had to do to get prepared. While the play did
have comedic aspects to it at certain times, it did however really make the reader think about what life would
have been like at this point in time. Frank so keenly observed in the first act. Anne was born in the Frankfurt.
When Anne Frank left the annex, she was heading towards a concentration camp where she would spend her
final days. Kraler comes to ask if he could hide with them in the annex. Only Otto Frank survives the ordeal.
The pain of adolescence is a second important theme of the novel. Anne Frank was one of over one million
Later Miep grabs her diary and saves it. It discussed the reflection of Jews in this diary. Anne Frank was only
about 13 when she began writing about her book and 14 during hiding. Filmed in , George Stevens brilliant
usage of mise-en-scene successfully made this movie thought provoking and emotional. Her parents give it to
her and she starts to log about her daily life and relationships with her friends and family. Frank had just come
home from the concentration camps, being the one survivor from the annex. Frank also knew that one more
person means one more mouth and less room, but he gladly accept Dussel. The reader learns how drastically a
life changes at any moment. Frank, he just wants his readers to reexamine the way we read history. Anne
Frank was many things: a writer, a storyteller, a witness, and a victim, among them. During their stay in the
annex, they are supported by several people in the office building, who risk their own lives to insure the
secrecy of the Jewish hideout and to provide them with food and basic supplies. Extreme levels of fear and the
other emotions it may give way to are rarely felt by Frank has shown this trait throughout the play. All of them
are covered in layers of clothing to carry as much to their new home as possible. The play was a huge success
and it was nominated for 8 Oscars and won 3. It is very impressive of being such a big symbol about the
holocaust, writing about your life in hiding.


